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Q1) Number Representation (13 pts)

a) Fill in the blanks with a letter (a, b, c or d) to match each expression in the left column, with an equivalent expression from the right column:

i) \((x >> 16) << 16\) = d _____
   a. 0

ii) \(x \^ x \^ x\) = c _____
    b. \(\sim x\)

iii) \(x \^ -1\) = b _____
    c. \(x\)

iv) \(x \& \sim x\) = a _____
    d. \(x \& 0xFFFF0000\)

b) Rewrite the following numbers using IEC prefixes or as approximations using IEC prefixes:

\[1024 = 1 \text{ Ki} \ldots \]
\[10^6 = 1 \text{ Mi} \ldots \]
\[2^{43} = 8 \text{ Ti} \ldots \]

\c) Convert the following 8 bit two's complement numbers into their decimal equivalents.

\[0x80 = -128 \ldots \]
\[0x7E = 126 \ldots \]

\d) Four's complement is very similar to two's complement in the sense that negation consists of flipping digits and adding one to the "flipped" version of the value. To flip a value in 4's complement, 0's become 3's, 1's become 2's, and vice versa.

\[\text{e.g. } 3332_4 = -( -3332_4) = -( 0001_4 + 1) = -( 0002_4 ) = -( 0 + 0 + 0 + 2*4^0) = -2\]

A quaternary (base 4) digit is known as a crumb (in relation to bytes, nibbles, and bits). For the following questions, we would like to convert the following 4-crumb 4's complement numbers (0cXXXX) to decimal. You may leave values in expression format. (Hint: How do we convert from hex to binary?)

\[0c2000 = -128 \ldots \]
\[0c1333 = 127 \ldots \]

Now using 8-crumb 4's complement, what would the quaternary representation of the following be?

\[270 = 0c00010032 \ldots \]
\[-17 = 0c33333233 \ldots \]
Q2) Pointers and Memory Management (13 pts)
In this question, assume mallocs are always successful, pointers are 4 bytes, ints are 4 bytes, doubles are 8 bytes, and chars are 1 byte.

a) Which is the most efficient implementation of f() given below? Explain in a sentence or two.

typedef struct { int vals[1000000]; } dataStruct;

1. int f(dataStruct d){ printf("%d", d.vals[0]); }
2. int f(dataStruct *d){ printf("%d", d->vals[0]); }
3. int f(dataStruct **d){ printf("%d",(*d)->vals[0]); }

#2 Explain: it passes a pointer by value, rather than passing the whole struct by value, and only performs one dereference

b) Some of the code samples below contain issues with memory management. Below, identify the first instance of such a mistake in each code sample and briefly describe the issue. If there is no issue in the code sample, write “None”.

i.) double *pi_ptr;
pi_ptr = malloc(sizeof(pi_ptr));
*pi_ptr = 3.14;

Circle above and explain here: The third line could segfault because you only malloc’ed space for a pointer, not a double

ii.) char *a = "abcdef";
char **c = &a;
int x = 0;
while(**c != NULL){
    printf("%s", *(c + x));
    x++;
}

Circle above and explain here: The access on the 5th line may segfault because we are not necessarily allowed to access the portion of memory following the location where char **c is stored. To fix, *(c+x) should be *c + x
c) Below are two renditions of similar code for a simple function `foo()`. Identify the number of bytes stored in the stack, heap, and static up to the line marked with “비용 here” for each piece of code. Include allocations only from the lines shown; assume registers are not used. You can assume that all calls to `malloc` succeed (do not return NULL).

i) Snippet #1:

```c
char * str = "this string";

int foo (int a) {
    char* thisPtr = malloc(sizeof(char) * 12);
    thisPtr = str;
    char* thatPtr = "that string";
    int i = 0;
    while (thisPtr[i]) {
        if (thisPtr[i] != thatPtr[i])
            thisPtr[i] = thatPtr[i];
        i++;
    }
    ...// 비용 here
}
```

Stack: 4+4+4+4

Heap: 12

Static: 11+1+11+1+4

Errors (if any):

```
Potential segfault because index 12 is off the char array
```

ii) Snippet #2: Now, follow the same steps as in the previous code snippet for the code below. However, the code below may contain bugs. If you find any potential bugs in the code below, explain what the bug is and then give the number of bytes in stack, heap, and static right before the bug occurs. You may assume that everything malloc’d is eventually freed (for example in the “…” section of the code). Therefore, “memory leak” is not a potential bug.

```c
char *str = "this string";
char *str2 = "that string";
typedef struct{ char* str; int size;} bigStr;

int foo () {
    bigStr* thisPtr = malloc(sizeof(bigStr));
    bigStr* thatPtr = malloc(sizeof(bigStr));
    thisPtr->str = str;
    thatPtr->str = str2;
    int i;
    for(i=12; i>=0; i--) {
        thatPtr->str[i] = thisPtr->str[i];
    }
    ...// 비용 here
}
```

Stack: 4+4+4

Heap: 4+4+4+4

Static: 11+1+11+1+4+4

Errors (if any):
Q3) Linked List (14 pts)

Run Length Encoding

Complete the `compress_ll()` function so that it will compress consecutive values in a linked list according to the provided struct below and update the count field in the struct, which represents the number of consecutive copies of the associated value we have seen so far. This compression is known as run-length encoding and is typically used for data compression.

```c
struct ll {
    int value;
    int count; // count used for following problem
    struct ll* next; // pointer to next element
};
```

For example, given the lists below:

**Before:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node 1:</th>
<th>Node 2:</th>
<th>Node 3:</th>
<th>Node 4:</th>
<th>Node 5:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value = 3</td>
<td>Value = 3</td>
<td>Value = 3</td>
<td>Value = 4</td>
<td>Value = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count = 1</td>
<td>Count = 1</td>
<td>Count = 1</td>
<td>Count = 1</td>
<td>Count = 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**After:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node 1:</th>
<th>Node 2:</th>
<th>Node 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value = 3</td>
<td>Value = 4</td>
<td>Value = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count = 3</td>
<td>Count = 1</td>
<td>Count = 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You may assume that we will pass in a valid node so you do not need to check that the initial node passed in is not NULL. You might not need all of the blank lines.

**Note that all list nodes were created via dynamic memory allocation.**

```c
void compress_ll(struct ll** node, int curr_value) {
    struct ll* next_node = (*node)->next;

    if (next_node != NULL) {
        int next_value = next_node->value;

        if (next_value == curr_value) {
            (*node)->count += 1;

            (*node)->next = next_node->next;

            free(next_node);

            compress_ll(node, next_value);
        } else {
            compress_ll(&next_node, next_value);
        }
    }
}
```
Q4) Array Hacking (15 pts)
Write code to dynamically allocate an N x N integer array laid out in contiguous memory that will function with the bracket notation array[x][y]. Specifically the array of N row_ptrs should be contiguous in memory and the entire data array of N*N elements should be laid out in contiguous memory (data[N*N - 1] should give you the last element and data[0] should give you the first element). row_ptrs[0] should be a pointer to the first element in data, row_ptrs[1] should be a pointer to the N-th element in data. You might not need all the blank lines.

```c
int** allocate_2d_array(int N){
    int* data = malloc(sizeof(int) * N*N);
    int** row_ptrs = malloc(sizeof(int*) * N);
    int i = 0;
    while(i < N){
        *row_ptrs = data + i*N;
        i++; row_ptrs++;
    }
    return row_ptrs - N;
}
```

Write code to free all of the memory allocated in allocate_2d_array:

```c
void deallocate_2d_array(int **row_ptrs){
    free(*row_ptrs);
    free(row_ptrs);
}
```
Q5) MIPS Bit Manipulation (20 pts)
Complete the MIPS function that prints AND returns the number of bits that are different between the upper 16 bits and the lower 16 bits of a 32-bit unsigned number passed in as an argument. Assume there’s a print function (defined elsewhere, called printer) that prints the one integer argument given.

Please follow calling conventions; you might not need all of the lines below. On a line that is followed by a comment, you must write an instruction that obeys the operation indicated by the comment.

Two examples: bitsDifferent(0xFFFF0001) → 15. bitsDifferent(0xFFFFFFFF) → 0.

bitsDifferent:

```
addi ___$sp, $sp, -16__________
__sw $ra, 0($sp)________________
____________________________
__sw $s0, 4($sp)_______________
__sw $s1, 8($sp)_______________
____________________________
li $s0, 0xFFFF
__srl $s1, $a0, 16___#logical right shift $a0 by 16, put result in $s1
__and $v0, $zero, $zero___________________
__and $a0, $a0, $s0_______________
xor $s1, __$s1, $a0___________

loop:
  beq __$s1________, $zero, exit
  __andi $t1, $s1, 1_______________
  __add $v0, $v0, $t1______________
  _____________________________
  srl __$s1, $s1_______________, 1

  j loop

exit:
  move __$a0, $v0________________
  sw __$v0, 12__________($sp)
  __jal_________________ printer
  __lw $ra, 0($sp)_______________
  __lw $s0, 4($sp)_______________
  __lw $s1, 8($sp)_______________
  __lw $v0, 12($sp)_______________
  __addi $sp, $sp, 16____________
  __jr $ra____________________ # return control to caller of bitsDifferent
```
### Q6) C ↔ MIPS (15 pts)

a) Fill in the blanks to translate between MAL MIPS, TAL MIPS, and Machine Code. Wherever you are given space to write both binary and hex for machine code, we will only grade the hex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>MAL MIPS</th>
<th>TAL MIPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x102cff00</td>
<td><code>sll $v0, $v0, 5</code></td>
<td><code>sll $v0, $v0, 5</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0b</strong> 000000</td>
<td>000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 0x102cff04  | `beg___ $a0, $a1, Else beq_____ $a0, $a1, Else` |
|             | **0b** 000100 | 00100 | 00101 | 0000000000000011 |

| 0x102cff08  | `mul $t0, $a0, $a1` | `mul $a0, $a1` |
|             | 0x102cff0c | **Mflo_____ $t0** |

| 0x102cff10  | `j Exit` | `j Exit` |
|             | **0b** 000100 | 00000 | 00100 | 1100 | 1111 | 1111 | 0001 | 10 **== 0x80b3fc6** |

| 0x102cff14  | **Else:** *<some instruction here>* |

| 0x102cff18  | `Exit: j Far` | `lui $at, 0x2000___________` |
|             | 0x102cff1c | `ori $at, $at, 0x0004 _______` |

| 0x102cff20  | `jr $at` |
|             | **0b** 000000 | 0001 | 0000 | 0000 | 00000 | 001000 |

......

| 0x20000004  | **Far:** `lw $v1, 0($v0)` | `lw $v1, 0($v0)` |
|             | **0b** 000010 | 0000 | 0010 | 1010 | 1111 | 1111 | 0001 | 10 **== 0x8c43000** |